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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Wofford Men's Soccer Names 2003 Captains
Date: August 19, 2003 at 10:59 AM
To: Andy Rhinehart (E-mail) andy.rhinehart@shj.com, Ann Green (E-mail) agreen@greenvillenews.com,
Asheville Citizen-Times (E-mail) actsports@hotmail.com, Associated Press (E-mail) apcolumbia@ap.org, Bob Mihalic (E-mail)
bmihalic@hearst.com, Brett Honeycutt (E-mail) BHoneycu@charlotteobserver.com, Charlotte Observer (E-mail)
obsports@charlotteobserver.com, contact@collegesportingnews.com (E-mail) contact@collegesportingnews.com,
contact@soconsports.com (E-mail) contact@soconsports.com, csnmedia@collegesportingnews.com (E-mail)
csnmedia@collegesportingnews.com, Dennis Shumate (E-mail) dshumate@timesanddemocrat.com, Doug Mittler (E-mail)
doug.mittler@sportsticker.com, easmith@usatoday.com (E-mail) easmith@usatoday.com, everett german (E-mail)
everett_german@hotmail.com, Florence Morning News (E-mail) sports@florencenews.com, Geoff Hart (E-mail)
gshart@hearst.com, Harry Pickett (E-mail) hpickett@charlotteobserver.com, Henry Bright (E-mail) journalscene@charleston.net,
Jerry Hines (E-mail) hinser@aol.com, Jim Fair (E-mail) jim.fair@shj.com, Jim Rice (E-mail) jrice@greenvillenews.com,
Jim Seay (E-mail) infohold@juno.com, John Mastro (E-mail) john.mastro@sportsticker.com, Ken Griner (E-mail)
kentongriner@cs.com, Lou Monaco (E-mail) lou.monaco@sportsticker.com, Malcolm DeWitt (E-mail)
mdewitt@postandcourier.com, Mandi Copeland (E-mail) mcopeland@socon.org, Mark Cohen (E-mail) cohenm@wofford.edu,
Mark Hauser (E-mail) hausersouth@aol.com, Mark Lericos (E-mail) mlericos@hearst.com, Michael Burns (E-mail)
mdburns@greenvillenews.com, Mickey Plyler (E-mail) mplyler@1070sports.com, Mike McCombs (E-mail)
mike.mccombs@shj.com, Nat Newell (E-mail) nnewell@thestate.com, Newberry Observer (E-mail) sports@newberryobserver.com
, Nick Foster (E-mail) nick.foster@shj.com, Orangeburg Times and Democrat (E-mail) sports@timesanddemocrat.com,
Owen Driskill (E-mail) owen.driskill@shj.com, Pete Iacobelli (E-mail) piacobelli@ap.org, Pete Yanity (E-mail) pyanity@wspa.com,
Phil Aldridge (E-mail) phil.aldridge@foxcarolina.com, Phil Kornblut (E-mail) philtalk@aol.com, Stone, R. Phillip
StoneRP@Wofford.Edu, Post and Courier (E-mail) sportsdesk@postandcourier.com, pressreleases@cstv.com,
ralph wallace (E-mail) ralph.wallace@collegesportingnews.com, Ric Garni (E-mail) Rgarni@wis-tv.com, Rich Chrampanis (E-mail)
15sports@wpde.com, Rick Henry (E-mail) rhenry@wis-tv.com, Ron Wagner (E-mail) sports@hendersonvillenews.com,
Rudy Jones (E-mail) rjones@greenvillenews.com, Seth Kaplan (E-mail) seth.kaplan@foxcarolina.com,
sports@andersonsc.com (E-mail) sports@andersonsc.com, sports@greenvillenews.com (E-mail) sports@greenvillenews.com,
sports@shj.com (E-mail) sports@shj.com, SportsTicker (E-mail) newsroom@sportsticker.com, Steve Shutt (E-mail)
sshutt@socon.org, The State (E-mail) statesports@thestate.com, Thom Henson (E-mail) perryv@spartanburg.net,
Henson, Thom M. HensonTM@Wofford.Edu, Todd Shanesy (E-mail) todd.shanesy@shj.com, Todd Summers (E-mail)
tsummers@wspa.com, Tom Brown (E-mail) tbrown189_@hotmail.com, Traci Tuohy (E-mail) traci.tuohy@sportsticker.com,
Warren Peper (E-mail) wpeper@wcsc.com, Will Hammock (E-mail) will.hammock@gwinnettdailypost.com,
Will Vandervort (E-mail) wvandervort@msmgmt.com, Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Wofford Men's Soccer Names 2003 Captains
August 19, 2003
With the beginning of fall practice, head men's soccer coach Matt Kern has announced senior Gray Camp and
sophomore Jared Gandy as team co-captains for the 2003 season.
Camp returns to the field for his final season of eligibility after starting each of the nine games in which he played
a year ago. He has recorded two assists in his three years of action.
After registering his lone goal of the season in the victory at Winthrop a year ago, Gandy garnered captain status
for the young Terrier club.
"I think naming these two as captain will be good for our program," said Kern. "Both players bring different
things to the table in terms of leadership, but they will be able to mesh with our players very well. There are other
members of the team who will have leadership roles in addition to Camp and Gandy, but these are the two
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Terriers Selected to Finish Eighth in Preseason Poll
Date: August 27, 2003 at 9:47 AM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Selected to Finish Eighth in Preseason Poll
August 27, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team has been selected to finish eighth out of eight teams in the
preseason Southern Conference standings following a vote of the league's head coaches. 
 
After finishing last season in eighth place, the Terriers will be out to improve in their 2003 ranking
and earn a higher seed in the conference tournament.
 
"Respect is earned," said head coach Matt Kern.  "Until we win two, three, even four, during
conference season, we get what we deserve.  But, I firmly believe we will not be finishing in eighth
place this season."
 
Wofford opens its regular season with a pair of matches this weekend at Snyder Field.  Fri., Aug.
29, the Terriers face UNC Asheville before squaring off against the Panthers of Georgia State on
Sat., Aug. 30.  Both games are slated to begin at 6 p.m.
 
Preseason SoCon Men's Soccer Standings
1. Furman
T2. UNC Greensboro
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Terrier Men's Soccer Opens Regular Season Friday
Date: August 28, 2003 at 1:57 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terrier Men's Soccer Opens Regular Season Friday
August 28, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer squad will open its 2003 regular season by hosting UNC Asheville
Friday at 6 p.m. at Snyder Field.  It will mark the season opener for both schools.
 
The Terriers defeated Mercer and Limestone in exhibition action behind the efforts of Carter Ladd
(three goals, two assists) and Jeremy Oswald (two goals).  Philip Trotter allowed one goal in
between the pipes in the two games for Wofford.
 
"We are looking forward to kicking off the season tomorrow," said second-year head coach Matt
Kern.  "We've played UNC Asheville twice in the last 10 months, so we're familar with their type of
game.  We lost the first time then tied them the second, so hopefully the progression will continue
and give us a win this time.  We aren't exactly sure how we'll match up with Georgia State, but we
do know they've been near the top of the Atlantic Sun the last couple of seasons."
 
Senior defender Gray Camp and sophomore defender Jared Gandy will serve as the team
captains for the season.
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Wofford Men’s Soccer Drops Season Opener to UNC Asheville, 2-0
Date: August 29, 2003 at 10:04 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Cc: mgore@unca.edu, lsloan@unca.edu, drewd@bigsouth.org, jasonc@bigsouth.org, sports@wlos.com,
scoreboard@citizen-times.com, andrew.pearson@hendersonvillenews.com
Wofford Men’s Soccer Drops Season Opener to UNC Asheville, 2-0
August 29, 2003
 
The Wofford men’s soccer team (0-1) fell in its season opener, 2-0, to visiting UNC
Asheville (1-0) Friday evening at Snyder Field.
 
In a game that was evenly played, the Bulldogs tallied the match’s first goal at 56:09 when
Adam Schwartz was on the receiving end of a cross inside the six-yard box from Mike
Kachen.
 
The Terriers remained on the offensive, trying to equalize the score; however, their efforts
fell short despite holding a 7-5 advantage in shots.
 
UNC Asheville put the icing on the cake with 2:01 remaining in the contest (87:59), as
Jordan Holthouser scored on a penalty kick following a Wofford foul in the 18-yard box.
 
“I think this was the type of game that very easily could have gone either way,” said head
coach Matt Kern.  “They were better in getting the ariel balls in the middle third and
getting to second balls.  We didn’t do a super job changing our point of attack.”
 
The Terriers will continue their season Saturday by facing Georgia State at 6 p.m. at Snyder
Field.
 
“Georgia State is an outstanding team,” said Kern.  “They have some good speed and
technique, especially in the midfield and up top.  They mix up their attack very well,
sometimes with a direct approach and other times changing their point of attack.  We’re
looking forward to a good matchup tomorrow.”
 
Wofford lineup:  P. Trotter, G. Camp, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, J. Oswald, J. Kosak, B. Lowery,
M. Gonzales, T. Kandl, C. Ladd, J. Orders (Substitute: S. Grove)
 
UNCA lineup: B. Betsalel, B. Eagle, J. Srebalus, B. Patterson, B. Breitschwedt, G. Garrison,
J. Chapuis, J. Nixon, J. Long, J. Holthouser, B. Locke (Substitute: M. Kachen, W. Matthews,
C. Allison, A. Schwartz)
 
Stats:  Wofford UNC Asheville
Shots   7       5
Corner Kicks    7       3
Saves   1       4
Fouls   9       8      





In earlier action at Snyder Field, Georgia State knocked off Appalachian State, 3-0.  After
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Terriers Fall to Georgia State, 2-0
Date: August 30, 2003 at 8:50 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Fall to Georgia State, 2-0
August 30, 2003
 
In its second match in as many days, the Wofford men’s soccer team (0-2) fell to Georgia
State (2-0), 2-0, Saturday evening at Snyder Field.  The Terriers were unable to find the
back of the net and capitalize on some early chances.
 
The Panthers got on the board at 28:29 when Jordan Davis fired home a pass from Armin
Marquez near the top of the 18-yard box.  They later added the second tally of the match at
the 47:31 mark, as Davis distributed the ball to Chris Mahaffey on the right side of the net.
 
Wofford hung tough throughout and equalled Georgia State in shots, 13-13, despite a
physical game that saw three yellow cards issued and several players leaving the playing
field following injuries.
 
“I was pleased with our intensity the last 30 minutes of the contest,” said Terrier head coach
Matt Kern.  “Our guys are starting to understand that playing level and now we just need to
play like that all game.  On the offensive end, we’re starting to look better at our timing, but
repetitions and finishes will need to be worked on in training.  Overall, I am disappointed in
the weekend, but I believe this team has a great future this year.  There are definitely better
days ahead for Wofford soccer.”
 
The Terriers will next play in the Jacksonville Invitational next Friday and Sunday.  Friday’s
matchup will pit the team against the host Dolphins before Wofford squares off against
Stetson Sunday afternoon.
 
Wofford lineup:  P. Trotter, G. Camp, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, J. Oswald, J. Kosak, B. Lowery,
M. Gonzales, T. Kandl, C. Ladd, J. Orders (Substitutes: S. Grove, M. VonReiche, G. Garcia,
A. Rodriguez)
 
Georgia State lineup: J.B. Wood, J. Towns, B. Boggs, D. Williams, S. Adams, E. Paton, A.
Marquez, B. Mitchell, J. Davis, T. Boynton, C. Mahaffey (Substitutes: P. Guiterrez, P.
Schwak, M. Domenick, J. Rivers, T. Hamilton)
 
Stats:  Wofford Georgia State
Shots   13      13
Corner Kicks    3       7
Saves   4       4
Fouls   8       10
Offsides        3       4
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Wofford Men's Soccer Hits the Road for Jacksonville
Date: September 4, 2003 at 10:24 AM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Wofford Men's Soccer Hits the Road for Jacksonville
Sept. 4, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will travel to Jacksonville, Fla., this weekend for its first two road
contests of the season.  At 5 p.m. Friday, the Terriers will battle Jacksonville before a 12 p.m.
matchup Sunday against Stetson as part of the JU/Best Western Shootout.
 
The Terriers are led by co-captains in the back.  Senior Gray Camp and sophomore Jared Gandy
lead the young squad seeking its first victory of the season.
 
"Jacksonville is very organized defensively, strong in the air and very well coached," said head
coach Matt Kern.  "In order for us to get a positive result, my feeling is that it will need to be a low-
scoring game.
 
"We'll get to see and scout Stetson Friday, and their coaches will be able to do the same to us.  I
expect it to be a very tactical game Sunday."
 
Wofford enters the invitational following back-to-back 2-0 home losses to open the season last
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Wofford Men's Soccer Falls to Jacksonville at the JU/Best Western Shootout
Date: September 5, 2003 at 8:03 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Wofford Men's Soccer Falls to Jacksonville at the JU/Best Western Shootout
Sept. 5, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team fell against host Jacksonville at the JU/Best Western Shootout Friday
evening at the Ashley Sports Complex.  
 
Despite going into the locker room at the half knotted at zero, the Dolphins scored three quick goals in
just over three and a half minutes in the second half to put the game out of reach.  Jacksonville had a
series of six consecutive goals, which resulted in its first goal of the match.  Tyler Stansberry (62:14),
Brett Wagner (63:58) and Richard Blackburn (65:54) scored for the Dolphins.  Jason Alicea put the final
tally on the board at the 76:31 mark.
 
Freshman Joel Kozak was the lone Terrier to register more than one shot, as he posted two on the
evening.
 
"Although we didn't play especially well in the first half, we were pleased to be even at the half," said
Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "We stepped up our defensive intensity in the first 15 minutes of the
second half right before they started their series of goals.  Defensively, we have to keep our focus,
while on the offensive end, we need to play faster.  That's something that has to come from coaching."
 
Wofford drops to 0-3 on the season with the loss and continues play in the tournament Sunday
afternoon as it faces Stetson at 12 p.m.
 
"Stetson is very big and strong, with a huge target up front.  We'll have to adjust for him.  I expect a
very, very physical matchup."
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, G. Camp, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, J. Oswald, C.Ladd, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, M.
Gonzales, T. Kandl, J. Orders (Substitutes: S. Grove, M. VonReiche, R.P. Benik, Z. Strable)
 
Jacksonville lineup: G. Williams, B. Surrency, S. Decker, R. Potts, B. Blackburn, S. Steed, R.
Blackburn, F. Munoz, B. Kallman, A. Sisemore, P. Kelley (Substitutes: F. Macias, T. Stansberry, M.
Fenimore, J. Alicea, K. Flanagan, T. Krizanovic, F. Reissner, B. Wagner)
 
Stats   Wofford        Jacksonville  
Shots   7      20    
Corner Kicks    2      14    
Saves   7      3     
Fouls   14     5     
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O: (864) 597-4092
F: (864) 597-4129
From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Terriers Score First Goal of the Season but Fall to Stetson 
Date: September 7, 2003 at 5:19 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Score First Goal of the Season but Fall to Stetson 
Sept. 7, 2003
 
Led by sophomore Carter Ladd, the Wofford men's soccer team forced overtime with Stetson before
dropping a 2-1 decision in the second extra frame Sunday at the JU/Best Western Shootout.
 
Ladd put the Terriers' first tally of the season on the board 3:34 into the match on a breakaway goal. 
Once he scored, the Wofford defense stepped up its game and held the Hatters scoreless for over 84
minutes until the 87:49 mark.
 
Stetson's Ian Zarac scored his second goal of the match with 3:31 remaining (107:29) in the second
overtime for the victory.
 
Philip Trotter played all 107:29 in the cage for the Terriers, notching seven saves.
 
"Despite being considerably outshot, we played almost well enough to get a positive result," said
Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "We definitely had some positives and will carry those to Wednesday."
 
The Terriers (0-4) will next face High Point Wednesday night at Snyder Field.  The game is slated to
begin at 5 p.m. as part a soccer doubleheader. 
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, G. Camp, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, M. VonReiche, J. Oswald, J. Kozak, B.
Lowery, T. Kandl, C. Ladd, J. Orders (Substitutes: S. Grove, R.P. Benik, Z. Strable)
 
Stetson lineup: I. Landrum, A. Welch, A. Minton, N. Herbert, J. Osborne, I. Zarac, S. Mays, R. Hare, D.
Gay, R. Mehrens, R. Fulmore (Substitutes: K. McGettrick, N. Frost, A. Anspaugh)
 
Stats   Wofford        Stetson       
Shots   9      22    
Corner Kicks    5      11    
Saves   7      4     
Fouls   23     17    
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Terriers Return Home to Face High Point
Date: September 9, 2003 at 1:50 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Return Home to Face High Point
Sept. 9, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team returns to Snyder Field Wednesday afternoon at 5 p.m. as it takes
on High Point.
 
The Terriers enter the contest with a 0-4 record following a 2-1 double overtime loss to Stetson
Sunday at the JU/Best Western Shootout in Jacksonville, Fla.  In the game, sophomore Carter
Ladd scored the team's first goal of the season as Wofford came just short of holding off the Hatter
attack.
 
"We're looking forward to playing on Wednesday night," said Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "Our
first two regular season games were fairly even and then this past weekend, both teams
(Jacksonville and Stetson) had the majority of the play.  One of the things we're going to try and do
against High Point is keep it fairly even statistically.  They are big and have some pace in some
spots, so like the Stetson match, I expect it to be extremely physical.  If we play well, defend
collectively and give ourselves some chances, we'll get a positive result."
 
The contest will be the first of a soccer doubleheader Wednesday at Snyder Field.  Following the
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From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: High Point Edges Wofford on Late Goal in Men's Soccer Action
Date: September 10, 2003 at 8:15 PM
To:
Richard Hanson scored just inside the 6-yard box off an assist by Michael Sullivan at the
73:51 mark to give High Point a 1-0 men's soccer victory over Wofford tonight at Snyder
Field in Spartanburg, S.C.
Goalkeepers Matt Long and Chris Michener each played a half to share in the shutout as the
Panthers improved to 1-2 on the year.  The Terriers drop to 0-5.
High Point outshot Wofford by a 15-11 margin. The shots were 8-8 in the second half.
Freshman midfielder Brandon Lowery totaled a team-high five shots for the Terriers, who
return to action Saturday with a 7 p.m. match at Liberty.
Philip Trotter had four saves in goal for Wofford.
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, G. Camp, B. Kniery, S. Grove, M. VonReiche, J. Oswald, J.
Kozak, B. Lowery, T. Kandl, C. Ladd, J. Orders (Substitutes: S. Moore, C. Findley, Z.
Strable)
 
High Point lineup: M. Long, R. Hanson, M. Sullivan, K. De Klerk, K. Tochiki, M. Wood, G.
McLelland, K. Rudder, K. Balkanloo, L. Lemanski, C. Archer (Substitutes: C. Michener, M.
Gilbert, A. Thompson, L. Miller, G. Moss, B. Hall, V. Harrison, D. Price)
 
Shots:  High Point 15, Wofford 11       
Corner Kicks:  Wofford 10, High Point 6   
Saves:  Wofford 4 (Trotter), High Point 3 (Michener)    
Fouls:  High Point 14, Wofford 13       







From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Camp and Ladd Garner All-Tournament Honors
Date: September 11, 2003 at 12:51 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Camp and Ladd Garner All-Tournament Honors
Sept. 11, 2003
 
Senior co-captain Gray Camp and sophomore Carter Ladd earned recognition this past weekend
by being named to the 11 man JU/Best Western Shootout All-Tournament Team in Jacksonville,
Fla.
 
Camp, a defender, helped the Terriers hold Stetson off the scoreboard for nearly 88 minutes in
Sunday's double overtime matchup.
 
As a forward, Ladd posted Wofford's only goal of the tournament just 3:34 into the match against
the Hatters.
 
"Anytime a player is recognized as an all-tournament selection, it's a nice honor," said Terrier head
coach Matt Kern.  "Although our results didn't go as we had hoped, both Gray and Carter showed
flashes of why they are two of our best players that weekend.  Camp did some nice things
defensively, especially in one-vs.-one situations, and helped in organization in the back.  Ladd, in
addition to scoring the goal, created a handful of other opportunities for us."
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will next travel to Lynchburg, Va., to take on the Liberty Flames
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Terriers Look to Extinguish Flames Saturday
Date: September 12, 2003 at 1:34 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Look to Extinguish Flames Saturday
Sept. 12, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will travel to Lynchburg, Va., for a 7 p.m. Saturday matchup
against the Liberty Flames.
 
Sophomore Carter Ladd, a Lynchburg native, has provided the lone Wofford goal thus far this
season and was recently named with senior co-captain Gray Camp to the all-tournament team
from the JU/Best Western Shootout, in which the Terriers participated last weekend.
 
"Liberty has one of the top forwards in the country, so one of our major priorities will be to contain
him for 90 minutes or longer if we go into extra time," said head coach Matt Kern.  "Ideally, we
would like to get a shutout, and we also feel we are due on the offensive end.  Although we haven't
scored the ideal number of goals that we would have liked to at this point, we feel like we're getting
better and more dynamic in the attacking third and I believe the goals will come."
The Terriers are coming off a hard fought 1-0 loss to High Point Wednesday night and will be
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Arroyo-Peco Makes Terrier Debut as Wofford Garners First Victory of the Season
Date: September 13, 2003 at 10:33 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Arroyo-Peco Makes Terrier Debut as Wofford Garners First Victory of the Season
Sept. 13, 2003
 
Junior forward Jesus Arroyo-Peco put on the Wofford uniform for the first time Saturday evening and
keyed the Terriers to their first men's soccer victory of the season with a 2-1 triumph at Liberty.  Arroyo-
Peco, a former junior college All-American, equalized the scoring at 27:20 after receiving a long punt
from goalkeeper Philip Trotter.  Liberty had initially put the first tally on the scoreboard at 15:27.
 
Later in the half, Arroyo-Peco again added his name to the scoresheet as he teamed with Jay Orders
on Sam Moore's goal at 38:37 as he scored just inside the 18-yard box.
 
"Obviously, we're thrilled to get our first victory of the year," said Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "Even
though our record didn't indicate it, I thought we've been getting better as the year has progressed. 
Moore scored a great game winning goal for us.  Arroyo-Peco brought a different look up front and
created numerous problems for the Liberty defense.  Co-captain Gray Camp did a great job anchoring
and solidifying our back four, while Trotter made some key saves in the last 20 minutes of the match to
preserve the victory."
 
Wofford improves to 1-5 with the win, while Liberty falls to 3-2.  The Terriers will next be in action
Wednesday, Sept. 17, at Birmingham-Southern.
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, G. Camp, J. Oswald, B. Kniery, S. Grove, C. Ladd, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, M.
VonReiche, J. Orders, T. Kandl (Substitutes: S. Moore, G. Garcia, J. Arroyo-Peco, Z. Strable)
 
Liberty lineup: K.J. Sabotchick, A. Bradham, M. Morris, A. Godwin, H. Donaldson, B. Monka, D. Guinn,
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Men's Soccer Announces Time Change for Match versus VMI Saturday
Date: September 16, 2003 at 12:54 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Men's Soccer Announces Time Change for Match versus VMI Saturday
Sept. 16, 2003
 
The Wofford - VMI men's soccer match Saturday has been rescheduled for 3 p.m.  The contest at
Snyder Field was originally slated to begin at 4 p.m., but due to a Wofford home football game at 7
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers to Face Birmingham-Southern Wednesday
Date: September 16, 2003 at 2:12 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers to Face Birmingham-Southern Wednesday
Sept. 16, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will travel to Alabama to face Birmingham-Southern Wednesday
evening.  The Terriers are fresh off their first victory of the season, a 2-1 triumph at Liberty last
Saturday, to improve their record to 1-5.
 
In the victory over the Flames, Wofford was ignited by former Junior College All-America Jesus
Arroyo-Peco.  Arroyo-Peco saw his first action of the season and scored the Terriers' first goal of
the match before assisting on Sam Moore's game winner.
 
"Certainly getting the first win of the season was needed, both from a record standpoint and for a
psychological edge," said Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "The guys are feeling better about
themselves and that's shown in practice.  BSC is a very talented team with a good player up front. 
It should be a good atmosphere for the game, as they tend to draw well."
 
The Panthers will enter the contest with a 3-1-2 record, falling only to UMass on Sept. 5.  They
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers Fall to Birmingham-Southern in Men’s Soccer Action, 4-2
Date: September 17, 2003 at 10:29 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Fall to Birmingham-Southern in Men’s Soccer Action, 4-2
Sept. 17, 2003
 
The Wofford men’s soccer team fell to host Birmingham-Southern Wednesday evening, 4-2,
at BSC Soccer Park.
 
The Terriers put the first tally on the scoreboard at the 28:30 mark when senior Sam Moore
scored his second goal in as many games off a header and assists from freshman Joel Kozak
and junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco.  At the half, Wofford held the 1-0 margin.
 
In the second half, the Panthers then rallied to score four unanswered goals, including two
within two minutes at 54:46 and 56:36.  They then added their third score of the night as
Jamie Holmes scored his second goal at 61:43 before Karim Dietz tallied the final
Birmingham-Southern score of the night at 71:18.
 
Senior co-captain Gray Camp closed the night’s scoring with his first goal of his career off
a rebound from Panther goalkeeper Gavin Long off an initial shot by Kozak.
 
“We were up at the half against the flow of play and were hoping to get a second to hold on,
but it wasn’t meant to be,” said Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  “They are a very, very
good team, especially with a player like Holmes up top.  Now, we have to get back to the
training field and prepare ourselves for Saturday’s match.”
 
The Terriers fall to 1-6 on the season and will next face former Southern Conference rival
VMI Saturday.  The match is slated to begin at 3 p.m. at Snyder Field.
 
Wofford lineup:  P. Trotter, G. Camp, B. Kniery, S. Moore, S. Grove, J. Kozak, B. Lowery,
M. VonReiche, J. Orders, T. Kandl, J. Arroyo-Peco (Substitutes: J. Oswald, T. Mittmann, C.
Findley, G. Garcia, Z. Strable)
 
Birmingham-Southern lineup: J. Anthony, K. Robinson, M. Zaluk, J. Holmes, T. Langner, R.
Huntley, N. Barcelona, R. Bevis, S. Simon, A. Amamoo, K. Dietz (Substitutes: G. Long, T.
Cobb, R. Keiser, J. Booth, A. Portabella, A.J. Maxwell, M. Devaney, M. Connelly, S.
Redding, D. Eckhardt)
 
Stats:  Wofford Birmingham-Southern
Shots   9       25     
Corner Kicks    2       7
Saves   9       5
Fouls   13      18     
Offsides        1       7
 
Attendance      250
 
From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford Battles Old Conference Rival VMI Saturday
Date: September 19, 2003 at 12:29 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Wofford Battles Old Conference Rival VMI Saturday
Sept. 19, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will square off against an old rival from the Southern Conference,
VMI, Saturday afternoon at Snyder Field.  The match against the Keydets is scheduled to begin at
3 p.m.
 
 In his first two games of the season, which were played this week, junior transfer forward Jesus
Arroyo-Peco has ignited some offense into the lineup by scoring a goal and adding two assists. 
Also, in the match against Birmingham-Southern Wed. night, senior co-captain and defender Gray
Camp scored his first career goal.
 
"We're expecting a very good match tomorrow," said Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "VMI is an
extremely fit, hard and physical team.  We've both have had some close games this year.  We're
hoping to have a better performance after losing up there last year by a goal and how we played
against Birmingham-Southern.  The pace of play the other night was extremely fast, so we're
hoping that prepares us well to meet that same type of demand against the Keydets.  The weather
is supposed to be nice and with a 3 p.m. kickoff, hopefully the fan support is decent."
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Garcia Nets Game Winner as Terriers Down VMI in Double Overtime
Date: September 21, 2003 at 12:10 AM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Garcia Nets Game Winner as Terriers Down VMI in Double Overtime
Sept. 20, 2003
 
Senior midfielder Gabe Garcia took a pass from sophomore forward Jay Orders and fired a rocket
past VMI goalkeeper Thomas Upton to give the Terrier soccer team a 1-0 double overtime victory with
16 seconds remaining in the second extra frame.  Garcia's goal at 109:44 ended a battle between the
two schools.
 
Both teams had several chances to win the match in regulation and through the first overtime period
but neither found the back of the net due to some key saves by Upton and Wofford goalkeeper Philip
Trotter, who notched four saves in his first shutout of the season.
 
Junior transfer forward Jesus Arroyo-Peco led all players with six shots, while the Terriers outshot the
Keydets, 19-17.  Wofford also held an advantage in corner kicks with an 8-3 margin.
 
"To win one in that fashion with the time winding down, in golden goal situation and to have it set off the
celebration that it did when the team piled on one another, that's emotional," said head coach Matt
Kern.  "A game like this sets the tone for such a positive experience for the players to reflect back on it
and it inspires them to train hard, from everything in the weight room to the practice field.  We're getting
better, as we're certainly pleased with the win."
 
The Terriers improve to 2-6 with the triumph and will next face Southern Conference member
Appalachian State Wednesday evening in Boone, N.C.
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, G. Camp, J. Oswald,  S. Moore, S. Grove, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, M.
VonReiche, J. Orders, T. Kandl, J. Arroyo-Peco (Substitutes: T. Mittmann, C. Findley, G. Garcia, Z.
Strable)
 
VMI lineup: T. Upton, R. Davis, A. Winsper, R. Page, C. Nweke, R. King, R. Agnus, M. Lloyd, K. Clark,
K. Aldrich, J. Van Cleef (Substitutes: P. Thurman, E. Mills, A. Williams, T. Williams, J. Leacock, L.
Manning, S. Evans, G. Shakespeare)
 
Stats   Wofford        VMI   
Shots   19     17    
Corner Kicks    8      3     
Saves   7      13    
Fouls   12     18    
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers Open League Play at Appalachian State Wednesday
Date: September 23, 2003 at 3:53 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Open League Play at Appalachian State Wednesday
Sept. 23, 2003
 
Coming off two wins in its last three games, the Wofford men's soccer team will travel to Boone,
N.C., to take on the Mountaineers of Appalachian State in the Southern Conference opener for
both schools.  The two wins have provided a spark for the Terriers, as they have improved to their
season record to 2-6.
 
In its last game, Wofford garnered a 1-0 double overtime victory against VMI Saturday afternoon. 
With time winding down in the second extra frame, the Terriers' senior midfielder Gabe Garcia fired
a rocket past the Keydet goalkeeper with 16 seconds remaining for the victory at 109:44.
 
In their other win of the season, the Terriers proved victorious with a 2-1 defeat at Liberty.  In that
game, junior transfer forward Jesus Arroyo-Peco scored his first goal of the season and then
assisted on the game winner.
 
"The game against Appalachian State is huge," said head coach Matt Kern.  "They are one of the
teams that always seems to find itself in the top five of the conference, including last season's
second place finish in the regular season.  One of our goals for this game is to get a good result. 
We're starting to play better, as evidenced by our victories as of late.  Not only is this a big game
for us because it's a SoCon match, but also because its the opening of a four match road trip.  The
intensity in training has been very good.  The guys are competing among themselves, not only for
starting spots but also for spots on the travel squad.  It creates a very healthy environment."
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers Drop 4-0 Decision at Appalachian State in Men's Soccer to Open SoCon Play
Date: September 24, 2003 at 11:12 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Drop 4-0 Decision at Appalachian State in Men's Soccer to Open SoCon Play
Sept. 24, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team trailed early and never recovered as it fell in its Southern Conference
opener at Appalachian State Wednesday night, 4-0.  
 
Appalachian State put the first tally on the board just 4:12 into the match, as Fred Henriksen scored. 
Less than ten minutes later, at 13:50, the Mountaineers again found the back of the net as Henriksen
scored again past goalkeeper Philip Trotter.  App. St. continued the scoring when Keon McPherson
tallied the third goal of the match at 25:00. 
 
At the 27:03 minute mark, Trotter was replaced for the first time all season by backup Russ Sandifer.
 
Finally, just before the half ended, the Mountaineers closed the night's offense with a goal by Matt
Feraci at 42:00.
 
"The speed of play was very fast, and it was difficult for us to keep up," said head coach Matt Kern. 
"We need to get better in practice before we play again Saturday."
 
Wofford falls to 2-7, 0-1 SoCon, while the Mountaineers improve to 3-4-1, 1-0 SoCon.  The Terriers will
continue their four game road swing by playing at Gardner-Webb Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. in
Boiling Springs, N.C.
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, J. Oswald, J. Gandy, S. Grove, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, M. VonReiche, J.
Orders, G. Garcia, T. Kandl, J. Arroyo-Peco (Substitutes: R. Sandifer, T. Mittmann, A. Rodriguez, C.
Findley, Z. Strable)
 
Appalachian State lineup: P. Cavicchia, D. Boyd, M. Thornton, J. Riesz, F. Henriksen, B. Fowler, N.
Frederick, D. Edwards, K. McPherson, T. King, C. Parrish (Substitutes: G. Nagle, R. Jones, B.
Shamberger, Z. Robinson, T. Morrow, M. Feraci, C. Riska, D. Ross, C. Sphar, M Breeding)
 
Stats   Wofford        Appalachian State     
Shots   6      17    
Corner Kicks    1      3     
Saves   7      1     
Fouls   8      15    
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Men's Soccer Squares Off Against Gardner-Webb Saturday
Date: September 26, 2003 at 4:59 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Men's Soccer Squares Off Against Gardner-Webb Saturday
Sept. 26, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will look to garner a victory Saturday afternoon as it travels to
Boiling Springs, N.C., for a 2 p.m. matchup against Gardner-Webb.  The Terriers enter the contest
with a 2-7 mark and will be playing their second of four straight road contests.
 
Thus far this season, senior midfielder Sam Moore leads the team with four points on two goals. 
Junior transfer forward Jesus Arroyo-Peco also has registered four points behind a goal and two
assists.  Three other players have at least one goal on the season.
 
"As a coach, you hope the players respond well and improve to what happened to us Wed. night,"
said head coach Matt Kern, referring to the Terriers' loss at Appalachian State.  "Our effort has
been better in practice.  We'll just need to play a little bit faster, move off the ball better and play a
little bit harder.  We need to be harder and faster in the attack, but also with more bite in the back. 
I think we'll see that tomorrow and hopefully that will translate into a win."
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Men's Soccer Loses to Gardner-Webb, 4-0, Saturday Afternoon
Date: September 27, 2003 at 4:42 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Men's Soccer Loses to Gardner-Webb, 4-0, Saturday Afternoon
Sept. 27, 2003
 
Despite recording a season best 24 shots, the Wofford Terrier men's soccer team was defeated by
Gardner-Webb Saturday afternoon, 4-0, in Boiling Springs, N.C.
 
Just 5:36 into the contest, the Bulldogs' Brian Wentzel tallied the first score of the game.  Henry
Fossung put Gardner-Webb on top, 2-0, at 11:35 before the Terriers held the Bulldogs scoreless the
remainder of the half.
 
Just over 12 minutes into the second half, at 57:47, Matt Clement scored his first goal of the season
before Carlitos Ramirez posted the match's final score at 58:33.
 
Junior transfer Jesus Arroyo-Peco paced the Terriers with six shots, while junior Chris Findley
recorded four for Wofford.
 
"As a coach, one of the things I have to work on with the team is better ball possession when we get
behind," said head coach Matt Kern.  "In the first half, that was evident as they (Gardner-Webb)
converted their chances while we didn't.  We have two difficult games coming up (at Davidson and at
Furman), so we'll have to go back and train for them this week."
 
Wofford falls to 2-8 on the season following the loss, while Gardner-Webb improves to 5-2.  The
Terriers will continue their season next Saturday evening, as they continue their road trip by playing at
Southern Conference rival Davidson.
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, J. Oswald, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, C. Findley, J. Orders, T.
Kandl, J. Arroyo-Peco, Z. Strable (Substitutes: S. Moore, T. Mittmann, S. Grove, M. Gonzales, G.
Garcia, S. Arbuzow)
 
Gardner-Webb lineup: T. Kettering, T. Ulrich, D. Carroll, E. Strait, H. Fossung, B. Young, C. Ramirez, M.
Clement, R. Daugherty, S. Hubbard, B. Wentzel (Substitutes: S. Lozano, C. Williams, M. Trujillo, J.
Traylor, M. Bledsoe, S. Flippin, J. Black, L. McLean)
 
Stats   Wofford        Gardner-Webb  
Shots   24     16    
Corner Kicks    11     3     
Saves   6      14    
Fouls   11     10    
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers Look to Declaw Wildcats Saturday
Date: October 3, 2003 at 1:41 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Look to Declaw Wildcats Saturday
Oct. 3, 2003
 
The Wofford Terrier men's soccer team will square off against Southern Conference rival Davidson
Saturday evening at Richardson Stadium in Davidson, N.C.  The contest is the second league
match of the season for both schools.
 
The Terriers enter the contest led by senior Sam Moore on offense.  Moore paces Wofford with
two goals and four points.  Also with four points is junior transfer Jesus Arroyo-Peco.
 
"It's a really big game for us," said head coach Matt Kern.  "Davidson is coming off a huge win the
other night, and they have been really playing well as of late.  They have three or four major impact
players that we have to contain the best we can.  We're hoping to go up there and steal a point."
 
The match against Davidson will be the third straight on the road for Wofford and next-to-last game
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers Drop 1-0 Decision at Davidson Saturday Afternoon
Date: October 4, 2003 at 7:09 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Drop 1-0 Decision at Davidson Saturday Afternoon
Oct. 4, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team fell, 1-0, at Davidson in Southern Conference action Saturday
afternoon.
 
The Wildcats' Nick Hansell scored the game's only goal at 80:49, off John Latting and Preston Davis
assists.
 
Junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco led the Terriers with three shots shots, while sophomore goalkeeper Philip
Trotter recorded five saves in net.
 
"We defended well as a group for 80 minutes," said head coach Matt Kern.  "We had a few chances of
our own to score, but couldn't capitalize.  That's one thing we need to work on.  We'll work on getting
better defensively and regroup for Tuesday."
 
Wofford falls to 2-9, 0-2 in the conference.  Davidson improves to 7-2-2, 2-0 in the SoCon.
 
The Terriers will conclude their four-match road trip by playing at Furman Tuesday evening.
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, M. VonReiche, C. Findley, J.
Orders, T. Kandl, J. Arroyo-Peco, Z. Strable (Substitutes: J. Oswald, S. Moore, T. Mittmann, G. Garcia,
R.P. Benik)
 
Davidson lineup: B. Creasman, J. Bass, B. Kittinger, N. Navas, J. Latting, J. Porter, D. Peoples, N.
Hansell, K. Nicholson, C. Baltz, M. Antunez (Substitutes: M. Wilkie, P. Davis, J. Davis, M. Allen, J.
McKinney, K. Koike, R. Reynolds)
 
Stats   Wofford        Davidson      
Shots   5      15    
Corner Kicks    6      6     
Saves   5      1     
Fouls   16     7     
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford Men's Soccer Battles Furman Tuesday
Date: October 6, 2003 at 5:33 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Wofford Men's Soccer Battles Furman Tuesday
Oct. 6, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will travel down I-85 and face rival Furman Tuesday night at
Eugene Stone III Stadium.
 
The Terriers are coming off a hard-fought 1-0 loss at Davidson Saturday night.  Goalkeeper Philip
Trotter faced 15 Wildcat shots, saving five, in the match, and kept the home team off the
scoreboard for over 80 minutes.
 
"We're really excited about the chance to go to Furman," said head coach Matt Kern.  "Although
their record may not be indicative, they are still a very strong and talented team.  We'll have our
hands full, but we hope to go in there and secure a win or tie."
 
The Terriers, 2-9, will play against the Paladins in their third Southern Conference match of the
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers Lose at Furman Tuesday, 4-1
Date: October 7, 2003 at 8:12 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Lose at Furman Tuesday, 4-1
Oct. 7, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team fell against Southern Conference rival Furman, 4-1, Tuesday night at
Eugene Stone III Stadium in Greenville, S.C.
 
After falling behind on a Scott Hoch goal at 10:02, the Terriers' Sam Moore countered to even the
score at one at 37:56.  Moore headed in a corner kick from Jesus Arroyo-Peco to knot the score at
the half.
 
In the second half, Clint Dempsey gave the Paladins another tally, as he put home a pass from Jon
Rydarowski at the 64:47 mark.  Dempsey had earlier collected an assist on Hoch's goal.
 
Hoch continued his offensive prowess by adding two more goals, at 65:38 and 69:07, to close the
night's scoring.
 
"We were pleased to be level at 1-1 at the half," said Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "There were a
couple chances in the second half, where we could have put ourselves ahead but didn't capitalize on
them.  As a coach, I have to work in practice on defending services into the box.  We played a good
first 55 minutes, but we have to be able to maintain that for the full 90."
 
With the loss, the Terriers drop to 2-10, 0-3 in the Southern Conference, as they wrap up a four-game
road trip.  
 
Wofford will return home to Snyder Field Friday evening, as it takes on Belmont at 6 p.m.
 
Stats   Wofford        Furman
Shots   8      19    
Corner Kicks    7      6     
Saves   3      5     
Fouls   16     18    
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From: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Terriers Return Home to Face Belmont Friday
Date: October 9, 2003 at 12:05 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Return Home to Face Belmont Friday
Oct. 9, 2003
 
After playing four consecutive matches on the road, the Wofford men's soccer team will return to
Snyder Field Friday for a non-conference match against Belmont.
 
The Terriers are led by senior Sam Moore, who has scored three goals this season on six shots,
including the game winner at Liberty.
 
Junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco is second with five points, including a goal and an assist in the match
against the Flames.
 
"Belmont has had a couple of good results, so we'll need to be prepared," said head coach Matt
Kern.  "They are a good team, in terms of their possession.  They play a good level of soccer and
are not a team that's going to whack it in the final third.  That should help the game be entertaining
for the fans. 
 
"For us, we need to make sure we're able to sustain the pressure for 90 minutes and then also try
to send numbers forward at the appropriate times.  We need to make sure we have a good
balance.  It should be a good game and hopefully, we'll have a good turnout with it being
Homecoming weekend."
 
The match against the Bruins will be the first of back-to-back home contests for the Terriers, as
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Men's Soccer Falls to Belmont, 3-0, Friday Evening
Date: October 10, 2003 at 9:02 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Men's Soccer Falls to Belmont, 3-0, Friday Evening
Oct. 10, 2003
 
The Terrier men's soccer program fell, 3-0, to Belmont in its return to Snyder Field Friday evening in a
slight rain that lasted the entire contest.
 
After falling behind at 22:25 when the Bruins' Fernando Castellanos found the back of the net off a
Jose Perez assist, Wofford kept Belmont off the board the remainder of the half and held an 11-6 shot
advantage at the break.
 
Wofford continued to mount shots against Belmont keeper Matt Renfrow, but he and the Bruin defense
stood tall.  At 73:45, Perez again passed the ball to an open Channing Twyner to make the score, 2-0. 
Less than two minutes later, at 75:33, Perez found the back of the net himself after breaking in Terrier
goalkeeper Philip Trotter on a one-versus-one situation following a Wofford turnover in its own end. 
Castellanos returned the favor to Perez on the game's final goal, after the two connected on the first
tally of the match.
 
Junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco led the Terriers with six shots, including two that were saved by the Bruin
defense off the goal line.  Trotter notched four saves in net for Wofford after facing 15 shots.
 
"It was a tough game tonight," said head coach Matt Kern.  "Statistically, stats don't win games, but
they give you an indication of the flow.  We tried to give ourselves some chances on goal and get some
corners to put ourselves in the final third.  But, we weren't able to capitalize on any of our chances. 
With that, we lost some of our team shape and left ourselves exposed to the counter attack.  Ultimately,
I as a coach, am responsible for our small group and individual defending.  We have to work on that in
training a little bit.
 
"Overall, there were some positives in terms of our attacking play, but defensively, we had a couple
breakdowns and it cost us."
 
Wofford drops to 2-11 on the season with the loss, while the Bruins improve to 4-4.
 
The Terriers will be back in action a week from tomorrow, Oct. 18, as they host the College of
Charleston at 6 p.m. at Snyder Field.
 
Stats   Wofford        Belmont       
Shots   23     15    
Corner Kicks    10     2     
Saves   4      11    
Fouls   14     16    
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From: Woods, Travis J. /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WOODSTJ
Subject: Terriers Lose 3-0 to the College of Charleston Saturday
Date: October 18, 2003 at 8:57 PM
To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu, whitakers@cofc.edu
Terriers Lose 3-0 to the College of Charleston Saturday
Oct. 18, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team fell 3-0 to conference opponent the College of Charleston Saturday
evening at Snyder Field.
 
The Terriers hung tough in the first half despite falling behind early.  Just over seven minutes into the
match, at 7:04, Ricardo Diaz Granados crossed the ball to Jeff Files who found the back of the net past
Wofford keeper Philip Trotter.
 
The game remained a battle of possession until the 59th minute.  At 58:03, Terrier Brandon Lowery
was called for a foul in the 18-yard box, and the Cougars' Sage Martina converted the ensuing penalty
kick to widen the margin to 2-0.
 
The College of Charleston closed the scoring when it had numbers inside the box and Files found an
open Jeremy Gold at 85:04.
 
Wofford had its chances to put a tally on the scoreboard, including shots by junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco,
who led the Terriers with four on the evening.  Arroyo-Peco fired one shot in the first half just over the
corner frame before ricocheting another one off the crossbar halfway through the second session.
 
"Overall, there were some bits and pieces that were positive," said head coach Matt Kern.  "We
certainly had a few bonafide chances to score and were hoping to convert a few of those.  We did a
better job tonight in our defending collectively and putting numbers behind the ball.  But, we still have to
win some individual battles.  They (the Cougars) are a very good attacking team.  Certainly, we're
disappointed that we lost, but they're a very good team.  We'll go back and train this week and look to
see if we can get a result in our next match."
 
With the loss, the Terriers fall to 2-12, 0-4 in the Southern Conference, while the College of Charleston
improves to 8-3-2 overall and 4-2 in the league.
 
Wofford will conclude its road schedule next Sunday, Oct. 26, as it travels to Statesboro, Ga., to face
Georgia Southern.
 
Stats   Wofford        College of Charleston 
Shots   9      25    
Corner Kicks    3      6     
Saves   11     6     
Fouls   18     12    
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To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Arroyo-Peco Records Three Points in 5-2 Loss at Georgia Southern
Oct. 26, 2003
 
Junior transfer Jesus Arroyo-Peco recorded three points, including a goal, but it was not enough as
the Wofford men's soccer team dropped a 5-2 decision at Georgia Southern Sunday afternoon in its
final road regular-season contest of the season.
 
At 12:40, Arroyo-Peco took a corner kick and fed the ball directly to senior Sam Moore, who found the
back of the net for the match's first tally.
 
Just under a minute-and-a-half later, at 14:09, Tommy Irwin brought the Eagles even at 1-1 with a
header off a Brad Mitchum direct kick.  At 22:03, Georgia Southern increased its lead to 2-1 as Tyler
Mullen scored his first goal of the game off a Stephen Jensen assist.  Mullen later added an assist of
his own on Lawrence Smith's goal at the 30:22 mark to close the first half scoring.
 
In the second half, Smith returned the favor to Josh Chatraw directly off a corner kick at 68:28 before
Mullen posted his second goal of the contest at 82:38 off Mitchum and Nathan Umberg assists.
 
With time winding down in the contest, Arroyo-Peco converted his second goal of the season on a
penalty kick with 13 seconds remaining.
 
Philip Trotter registered seven saves in net for the Terriers on 14 Eagle shots.
 
With the loss, the Terriers drop to 2-13, 0-5 in the Southern Conference, while Georgia Southern
improves to 5-8-2, 2-2-1 in the league.
 
Wofford will next play its final three games of the regular season at home, starting with a 6 p.m. match
Saturday, Nov. 1, against Elon at Snyder Field.
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, S. Moore, C. Ladd, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, M. VonReiche,
M. Gonzales, T. Kandl, J. Arroyo-Peco (Substitutes: J. Oswald, S. Grove, S. Whelan, C. Findley)
 
Georgia Southern lineup: A. Webb, D. Mizell, G. DeVito, A. Crabbe, T. Irwin, C. Kilpatrick, L. Smith, S.
Jensen, T. Mullen, B. Mitchum, J. Gonzales (Substitutes: C. Zelin, B. Meader, M. Bryson, N. Edmond,
J. Herbert, P. Gillen, N. Umberg, J. Chatraw, J. Walker)
 
Stats   Wofford        Georgia Southern      
Shots   5      14    
Corner Kicks    5      4     
Saves   7      3     
Fouls   10     11    
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Snyder Field Welcomes Home Terriers Saturday
Oct. 31, 2003
 
With three regular-season matches remaining, the Wofford men's soccer team can find comfort
that each of the three are at home at Snyder Field, starting with a 6 p.m. contest Saturday against
new Southern Conference opponent Elon.
 
Junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco scored on a penalty kick and assisted on the Terriers' other goal at
Georgia Southern Sunday afternoon.  Forward Sam Moore found the back of the net off Arroyo-
Peco's assist for his team-leading fourth goal of the season.
 
"It will be a very difficult match," said head coach Matt Kern.  "They are extremely physical, very
good in the air and fast.  Their record is a little bit deceiving (4-9-1), but they have had some close
games.
 
"We're hoping to defend well as a unit and take our chances.  We've been able to create some
scoring chances but haven't been as tidy as we would like to be finishing them.  We're hoping to
get a positive result."
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Subject: Kozak and Trotter Provide Difference in Men's Soccer Win Saturday
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To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Kozak and Trotter Provide Difference in Men's Soccer Win Saturday
Nov. 1, 2003
 
Freshman Joel Kozak tallied his first two career goals and junior Philip Trotter stopped five Phoenix
shots as the Wofford men's soccer team registered a 2-0 conference victory over Elon Saturday
evening at Snyder Field.
 
The scoring started when Tommy Kandl sent a ball down the left side to a streaking Carter Ladd, who
in turn, crossed the ball to Kozak.  Kozak was making a run on the ball at the near post and found the
back of the net behind Elon goalkeeper Taylor Saxe for the match's first tally at 18:42.
 
With time winding down in regulation, at 86:17, Kozak was on the receiving end of a Jay Orders pass
off a counter-attack after the Phoenix attempted to step up their pressure on the Terrier net.
 
Elon posted 20 shots with Trotter garnering five saves and the Wofford defense picking up another five.
 
"The intent tonight was to not drop off into the low pressure in which we ultimately find ourselves," said
Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "The plan was to try and play to the center of the field and take away
some of their outside backs.  It worked to where we were able to know where they were coming from,
but at times, we were dropping off a little bit too far.  That forced us to be under a huge amount of
pressure.  
 
"We were fortunate enough to get a couple of great goals.  I'm happy for Joel (Kozak) to get his two
goals.  It's a great win, and we needed it badly."
 
With the victory, the Terriers improve to 3-13 overall and 1-5 in the Southern Conference.  Elon drops to
4-10-1, 1-5-1 in league action.
 
Wofford will play its final conference match of the season Tuesday evening when it hosts UNC
Greensboro.  The match is slated to begin at 6 p.m. at Snyder Field.
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, B. Kniery, J. Gandy, S. Moore, C. Ladd, J. Kozak, B. Lowery, M. Gonzales, J.
Orders, T. Kandl, J. Arroyo-Peco (Substitutes: S. Grove, C. Findley)
 
Elon lineup: T. Saxe, J. Nombre, P. Bellacqua, F. Saxe, B. Farrell, B. Hayes, D. Merida, T. Sullivan, A.
Catalano, E. Sass, B. McDowell (Substitutes: B. Wertz, C. Wertz, H. Miller, J. Rudolph, N. Dabbo, B.
Gaiser, E. Turnblom)
 
Stats   Wofford        Elon  
Shots   5      20    
Corner Kicks    2      6     
Saves   10     1     
Fouls   19     6     
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Terriers Blanked by UNC Greensboro
Nov. 4, 2003
 
Scott Jones had a goal and two assists to lead UNC Greensboro to a 4-0
victory over Wofford in Southern Conference men's soccer action tonight at
Snyder Field.
 
The Spartans (9-6-2, 4-1-2), in action for the first time since a 1-0 win
over Virginia last Tuesday, took a 1-0 lead at the 15:40 mark when Jones fed
a streaking Egill Atlason who found the top left corner of the net from 12
yards out.
 
James Goodman then gave UNCG a 2-0 halftime lead at 42:50 when he scored on
a header with his back to the net. Ben Hunley picked up the assist. The
Spartans increased their margin to 3-0 at 46:05 when Pat Farrell scored off
a corner kick by Jones.
 
Jones provided the final margin at 72:25 when he beat a defender through the
box and ripped a shot into the net.
 
The Spartans outshot the Terriers by an 18-6 margin. Jesus Arroyo-Peco,
Stephen Grove, and Gabe Garcia each had two shots for Wofford (3-14, 1-6).
 
Joe Crump and Jay Benfield combined for the UNCG shutout. Philip Trotter had
three saves for Wofford.
 
The Terriers return to action Friday when they host Lipscomb in a 5 p.m.
match at Snyder Field. The Spartans are home for Wake Forest on Saturday at
7 p.m.
 
Shots: UNCG 18, Wofford 6
Corner Kicks: UNCG 7, Wofford 1
Saves: UNCG 2, Wofford 3
Fouls: UNCG 11, Wofford 7
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Subject: Wofford Men's Soccer Prepares for Lipscomb on Senior Day
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To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Wofford Men's Soccer Prepares for Lipscomb on Senior Day
Nov. 6, 2003
 
The Wofford men's soccer team will play its final regular-season contest against non-conference
foe Lipscomb at 5 p.m. Friday at Snyder Field.
 
Prior to the game, the Terriers will recognize the seven seniors who will be playing their final home
match of their careers.  Led by co-captain Gray Camp, the class also includes Gabe Garcia,
Michael Gonzales, Sam Moore, Jeremy Oswald, Robert Tibbetts and Sean Whelan.
 
"While the results have not gone the way we would have liked throughout the season," said head
coach Matt Kern, "the truth is, we are getting better.  We're hoping to finish on a strong note and
put ourselves in position to have some confidence leading into the conference tournament next
week.  Lipscomb has had a couple quality wins this year.  We're hoping to get a positive result and
send the seniors off with a victory."
 
With a two goal performance against Elon Saturday night, freshman Joel Kozak garnered the
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Wofford Closes Regular-Season with 3-2 Loss versus Lipscomb on Senior Day
Nov. 7, 2003
 
Despite two goals by junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco, the Wofford men's soccer team fell 3-2 to Lipscomb
Friday night at Snyder Field in the final regular-season match for both schools.
 
After Roland Borys connected on a Ben Page assist for the game's first goal at 27:38, Arroyo-Peco
brought the Terriers even at 33:04.  After Jeremy Oswald passed across the field to Michael
Gonzales, Gonzales served a long pass to Arroyo-Peco who beat one Bison defender before firing a
shot past Robert Mott to knot the score at 1-1.
 
The Bison put another tally up on the scoreboard just before the half, as Page found Andy Irvine's head
off a corner kick at 43:15.
 
After a Wofford defender was called for a foul inside the 18-yard box, Jeffrey Maddux scored the
ensuing penalty kick to give Lipscomb a 3-1 advantage at the 55:47 mark.  Arroyo-Peco responded
with a penalty kick of his own at 67:51 after a Terrier was pulled down inside the penalty area.
 
Both teams shared chances the final 20 minutes of the contest but were denied by either the
goalkeepers or defensive players of the opposing squad.
 
"We were certainly disappointed that we couldn't win in the last home game for the seniors," said head
coach Matt Kern.  "But I thought the six seniors and everyone else that did play displayed some good
effort and played with passion.  It was good to see them have one last run on Snyder Field.  It was a
game that was back-and-forth as both teams had some chances, but unfortunately we only scored two
and they scored three."
 
Prior to the contest, the Wofford athletic department and men's soccer program recognized the
accomplishments from the last four years of this year's senior class.  Co-captain Gray Camp, Gabe
Garcia, Gonzales, Sam Moore, Oswald, Robert Tibbetts and Sean Whelan were members of the
class of 2004 which was playing its final game at Snyder Field.
 
With the loss, the Terriers drop to 3-15, while Lipscomb improves to 5-14.  Wofford will next play in the
first round of the Southern Conference Tournament Thursday afternoon.  As the No. 8 seed entering
the field, the Terriers will match up against No. 1 seed Davidson at 4:30 p.m. in Charleston, S.C.
 
"We have some issues that need to be worked out before we head to Charleston, but we'll need to play
extremely well to beat Davidson.  But, it can be done.  We're going to work in practice this week and try
and beat them Thursday." 
 
Wofford lineup: P. Trotter, R. Tibbetts, J. Oswald, J. Gandy, S. Moore, C. Ladd, S. Whelan, B. Lowery,
M. Gonzales, G. Garcia, J. Arroyo-Peco (Substitutes: B. Kniery, S. Grove, J. Kozak, C. Findley, J.
Orders, T. Kandl)
 
Lipscomb lineup: R. Mott, M. Nichols, D. Walker, J. Maddux, A. Brewer, A. Irvine, R. Borys, D.
Kitzinger, T. Johnson, B. Page, N. Bussey (Substitutes: A. Stanley, R. Walker, E. Rosales, W. Partridge,
R. Carter)
 
Stats   Wofford        Lipscomb      
Shots   21     14    
Corner Kicks    4      3     
Saves   4      11    
Fouls   14     16    
Fouls   14     16    
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To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@wofford.edu
Terriers Look to De-claw Wildcats at SoCon Tournament
Nov. 12, 2003
 
After closing the regular-season last Friday, the Wofford men's soccer team will continue its
campaign at the Southern Conference Championship Thursday at Patriot's Point in Mt. Pleasant,
S.C.  As the No. 8 seed, the Terriers garnered a first-round match against top-seed Davidson at
4:30 p.m.
 
Junior Jesus Arroyo-Peco paced the squad through the season with four goals and four assists
for 12 points despite playing in only 13 of the 18 contests.  He tallied both Terrier goals in the
regular-season finale against Lipscomb.  Tying Arroyo-Peco for the team lead with four goals was
senior Sam Moore, who also saw action in only 13 matches.
 
"Our earlier match up was a close game," said Wofford head coach Matt Kern.  "This game is a
situation where if we defend well, collectively and individually, we have a chance.  Whether the
score is 1-0, 5-4 or goes to a shootout, we're going to try and win the game and advance to the
semifinals.  The guys are excited about the opportunity after a good week of training."
 
The Terriers and Wildcats met earlier in the season at Davidson, N.C.  In the Oct. 4 contest,
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To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Terrier men's soccer announces spring schedule
March 16, 2004
 
The Wofford men's soccer team and head coach Matt Kern have announced their 2004 spring
schedule. The Terriers will play five games, all in Spartanburg, S.C., at Snyder Field.
Wofford will begin its season March 16 against Brevard before returning to the field with a Friday,
March 19 contest against UNC Asheville.
Winthrop comes to Spartanburg March 24 while the Terriers welcome Southern Conference foe
Appalachian State March 26.
March 30 will pit the squad in its final spring game against Belmont-Abbey.
All games are slated to begin at 6 p.m. except for the Appalachian State contest which is
scheduled for 5 p.m.
2004 Spring Schedule
Tuesday, March 16 -- Brevard -- 6 p.m.
Friday, March 19 -- UNC Asheville -- 6 p.m.
Wednesday, March 24 -- Winthrop -- 6 p.m.
Friday, March 26 -- Appalachian State -- 5 p.m.
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To: Woods, Travis J. WoodsTJ@Wofford.Edu
Wofford men's soccer welcomes seven newcomers for 2004
May 10, 2004
 
Wofford head men's soccer coach Matt Kern has announced the commitment of seven players to join
the program for the upcoming 2004 fall season. Included in the class are three players from Georgia
and one each from North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia.
 
"We are extremely pleased with this year's incoming class," said Kern. "Several of the players are
capable of seeing lots of playing time as first years as long as they arrive fit, work hard and adjust to
the speed of the game at the NCAA Division I level.
 
"All seven student-athletes are good soccer players, outstanding students and individuals of high
character. They aim to be a part of the first winning season for Wofford since the move to Division I and
will represent the program and college, on and off the field, with great class."
 
Reed Blair joins the program after playing at the Collegiate School in Richmond, Va. A member of the
two-time defending state championship squad, he has been named first-team all-state, all-South each
of the past two years and was an all-prep selection every year since 2001. He served as the team
captain twice and was its MVP in 2001 and 2003. Blair also played club soccer for the Richmond
Kickers and participated in the Virginia Olympic Development Program (ODP). He chose the Terrier
program over the likes of national power Indiana and regional choice Georgetown.
 
"He's a dangerous attacking player that can play up front or anywhere in the midfield," said Kern. "He is
dynamic running with the ball at defenders and is an excellent crosser of the ball."
 
A native of Macon, Ga., Brian Carter will suit up for the Terriers in 2004. Among his accomplishments at
the Stratford Academy were being named the 2003 all-state, all-region and senior all-start squads. He
served as the team's co-captain and was MVP while leading the GISA in goals scored. In 2002, the
Macon Telegraph recognized him on its all-Middle Georgia team. Prior to moving to Georgia, he lived in
Oregon and was a member of its ODP team.
 
"Brian will provide depth in the midfield and up front," noted Kern. "A dimunitive, but technical player, he
is crafty with the ball at his feet in the middle and final thirds."
 
Local product Andrew Harris from Inman, S.C., and Dorman High School also will join the program this
fall. He's been a member of the state ODP team and played for the St. Giles United club team. Harris
also garnered MVP honors at the Chapman High Tournament as well as a place on its all-tournament
team.
 
"Andrew will help improve our overall athleticism," remarked Kern. "He is big, strong and extremely fit
and capable of playing as a forward or midfielder. Initially, we intend on trying him as a marking back."
 
Hailing from Monroe High School in Monroe, N.C., is Tee Leitner. A two-time all-conference selection in
2002 and 2003, he played also with the Charlotte Soccer Club.
 
"He will get his looks at a variety of roles during pre-season," noted Kern. "He has experience playing
as an attacking midfielder and a target forward. His work rate is one of his greatest attributes and may
be considered to play in the back four."
 
A transfer from Truett-McConnell Community College in Cleveland, Ga., Dustin Orth will don the
Wofford uniform in 2004. After earning all-region honors during his career at Wesleyan High School in
Norcross, Ga., he scored 12 goals in both of his seasons at Truett-McConnell. Orth also garnered all-
region recognition there, the first player in school history to do so. Prior to attending the community
region recognition there, the first player in school history to do so. Prior to attending the community
college, he played club soccer with the Cherokee Redwings.
 
"He will compete for time as a wide midfielder or forward," said Kern. "He's a hard worker capable of
shooting with either foot."
 
A former all-state and all-district selection at Klein High School in Spring, Texas, Joey Taylor adds
another dimension to the Wofford goalkeeping position. He has played on the South Texas ODP squad
and was a member of the Classics Soccer Club. He chose the Terriers over South Carolina.
 
"He will compete for time in goal as a first-year player," remarked Kern. "He is technically and tactically
very sound and a very good communicator who encourages organization in the back."
 
Brendan Tolleson from Atlanta, Ga., also has committed to playing for the Terriers this upcoming fall
season. He has played prep soccer at the Lovett School and club soccer for United Quest. A four-year
varsity starter, he was named to the all-county squad as well as a member of the first team all-area
team as a junior and earned a spot on the second team as a sophomore. He's also been recognized as
the team's offensive MVP and captain.
 
"He may be the surprise of the class," noted Kern. "Initially, he will get a look as an attacking central
midfielder. He is very good technically as a clever, but simple, passer of the ball. Despite his average
height, he is good in the air winning 50-50 balls."
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Terriers release fall men's soccer schedule
May 14, 2004
 
The Wofford men's soccer team and head coach Matt Kern have announced their 2004 schedule,
highlighted by the inaugural Wofford/adidas Invitational, Sept. 24 and 26, at Snyder Field.
 
"We're extremely excited about the upcoming season," said Kern. We are also pleased with the near-
even breakup of games, having 10 at home and nine on the road. Definitely, one of the highlights is the
inaugural home tournament with the type of teams which will be playing here. Overall, we are hopeful
for the season and cannot wait to get started."
 
The Terriers will open the campaign on the road at High Point (Sept. 1)before returning to Spartanburg
for their home opener against Gardner-Webb (Sept. 6). The following weekend, Sept. 10 and 12,
Wofford will travel to Nashville, Tenn., for a pair of games against Belmont and Lipscomb, respectively.
 
Sept. 14 will see Wofford returning home against Limestone before a road contest versus Georgia
State (Sept. 17) and a home match Sept. 19 against Mercer.
 
The Wofford/adidas Invitational will feature three schools, in addition to the Terriers, at Snyder Field
Sept. 24 and 26. The two games Sept. 24 will pit Wofford against Liberty while Princeton and Furman
meet in the first game of the afternoon. On the second day of the tournament, the Terriers will face
Princeton while Liberty and Furman battle.
 
Wofford opens Southern Conference play at home versus Georgia Southern (Oct. 2) before a pair of
games at Elon (Oct. 10) and College of Charleston (Oct. 12). Appalachian State comes to Snyder Field
Oct. 16 as part of Alumni Weekend festivities then the Terriers will play at UNC Greensboro Oct. 19.
 
A three-game set concludes the home slate and the month of October. Wofford will face Davidson (Oct.
23), Longwood (Oct. 26) and Furman (Oct. 30). The contest against the Paladins will be Senior Day
and a part of Family Weekend.
 
The Terriers will conclude the regular season with a pair games on the road, at UNC Asheville (Nov. 3)
and at VMI (Nov. 6).
 
The Southern Conference Tournament will be held Nov. 11-14 at Blackbaud Stadium in Charleston,
S.C.
 
All home games are slated to begin at 6 p.m. with the exception of the Sept. 19 match versus Mercer
(at 1 p.m.) and Sept. 26 contest versus Princeton (at Noon).
 
2004 Wofford men's soccer schedule
Sept. 1--at High Point--7 p.m.
Sept. 6--Gardner-Webb--6 p.m.
Sept. 10--at Belmont--6:30 p.m.
Sept. 12--at Lipscomb--1 p.m.
Sept. 14--Limestone--6 p.m.




Oct. 2--Georgia Southern*--6 p.m.
Oct. 10--at Elon*--3:30 p.m.
Oct. 12--at College of Charleston*--6 p.m.
Oct. 12--at College of Charleston*--6 p.m.
Oct. 16--Appalachian State*$--6 p.m.




Nov. 3--at UNC Asheville--2 p.m.
Nov. 6--at VMI--3 p.m.
Nov. 11-14--at Southern Conference Tournament (Charleston, S.C.)--TBA
 
^ - Wofford/adidas Invitational (Spartanburg, S.C.)
* - Southern Conference match
$ - Alumni Weekend
# - Family Weekend
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